Welcome to our Cookbook Project!
Custom cookbooks are a great way to share delicious recipes, preserve memories and raise funds.
Traditionally these books become a keepsake in the communities that they are created for and become
a part of the local history.
Our group is starting a cookbook project and we have set up a Web Account with Cookbook Specialists.
We are asking for people to assist with entering recipes into the account.
To log into the account and enter recipes
Go to www.cookbookspecialists.com
Click on Account Login
Username: ________________
Password: _________________
There you will see the Add a Recipe Page.
Before entering a recipe check the lefthand side of the screen for two labels “Discussion” and “Recipes.”
Select “Recipes” and on the drop-down menu select the category you will be entering the recipe into.
Check to make sure the recipe is not a duplicate. If you click on the recipe titles you can view the recipes
to see if it is the same or different than the one you are about to enter.
For the Title field enter the title of the recipe. We request you use upper- and lower-case letters.
The contributor field is the name of the person who is submitting the recipe. Please keep names
consistent and double-check spellings.
For Category click on the down arrow to access the drop-down menu and select the category the recipe
goes in.
The ingredients list is to be typed in a single column. Refer to the chart on the right-hand side for
abbreviations.
Directions are to be typed in paragraph form. Keeping directions compact instead of having each step on
a separate line. This will help keep the cost of our book down. Recipes that have extra spacing may
cause our page count to run long. More pages will add to the cost.
Our goal as a group is to collect/enter: _______ recipes.
If you have any trouble entering recipes please reach out to our chairperson
Chairperson: ____________________________________________
Contact Information: ______________________________________
For those that would prefer to submit a recipe by email or handwritten please send it to the chairperson
to be typed in.

